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1. Introduction. In the paper Normal and integral currents, a great amount

of progress has been made in the study of fe-dimensional domains of integration

in Euclidean n-space. This progress was made through the use of de Rham's

(odd) currents which, in turn, led to the selection of integral currents for further

study. Integral currents were shown to possess many desirable characteristics,

most notable being those of "smoothness" and "compactness."

However, the fact that a current is a linear functional on the space of dif-

ferential forms means that one is necessarily restricted to oriented domains of

integration. Therefore, in order to consider nonoriented domains of integration

and still make use of the theory of integral currents, one is led to study the quo-

tient group

Ik(R°)/2Ik(R")

where Ik(R") denotes the /c-dimensional integral currents of n-space.

The boundary operator defined on the space of currents induces a boundary

operator on the quotient group ; the mass M of a coset is defined as the infimum

of the mass of all currents in the coset.  Convergence is defined in terms of a

metric which is induced by a function W, whose definition is similar to Whitney's

flat norm:
W(x) = inf {M(x - da) + M(o)}.

However, due to this notion of convergence, it is convenient to consider the group

Wk(Rn)/2Wk(R")
where

Wk(Rn) = {T: T =R + dS, R and S rectifiable currents}.

Members of this group are calledflat classes, and a flat class is called an integral

class if the coset x contains an integral current. The group Ik(R") / 2Ik(R") is iso-

morphic to the group of /c-dimensional integral classes. If one makes definitions

for boundary, mass, and W for flat classes analogous to the ones above, it is

found that when restricted to integral classes, they agree with the definitions

laid down for the group Ik(R") / 2Ik(R").

It is shown that rectifiable classes can be identified with Hausdorff rectifiable

sets and that the mass of a rectifiable class is the Hausdorff measure of the
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corresponding set. Many of the results in Normal and integral currents

generalize to integral classes, for example, the Eilenberg-type inequality, the

deformation theorem, and the isoperimetric inequality. These basic results, com-

bined with the geometrical character of Hausdorff rectifiable sets, establish a

lower-semi-continuity theorem which, in turn, leads to a closure result in the

extreme dimensions.

The author is deeply indebted to Professor Wendell H. Fleming for his constant

aid and encouragement. Acknowledgment is also due to Professor Herbert

Fédérer who gave generous amounts of consideration which aided in the pre-

paration of this paper.

2. Definitions and notation. The notation and terminology throughout will

follow that of [3].

2.1 Definition. If U cz Rn, let Wk(U) = {T: T=R + dS, R and Sk, k+l

rectifiable currents, spt T cz U} be the group of k-dimensional flat currents in

U. Observe, if Te Wk(U) and M(T) < co, then Tis a rectifiable current by virtue

of [3, (8.14)].

2.2 Definition.   Let

^(R",2) = Wk(Rn)/2Wk(Rn)

be the group of k-dimensional flat classes in R". Elements in Wk(Rn,2) will be

denoted by p, a, x, etc. If the flat class x has a polyhedral chain with integer co-

efficients as a representative, then x will be called a polyhedral chain class;

integral Lipschitz chain classes, integral classes, and rectifiable classes are

similarly defined. The group of /c-dimensional integral classes in R" will be de-

noted by Ik(R",2).

2.3 Definition.    If x is a flat class, the boundary operator a is defined by

ox = \pTY

where Tis a representative of x, and where [3T]_ denotes the coset which con-

tains dT.

2.4 Definition.   If x is a flat class, let

M(x) = inf{M(T):  Tex}

denote the mass ofx, where M(T) is the mass of the current T. We will say that

a flat class x is a normal class, if M(x) + M(dx) = N(x) < co. By 2.1 we have:

aflat class of finite mass is a rectifiable class.

2.5 Remark. Making use of the fact that a flat current of finite mass is a

rectifiable current, we have that if t is a rectifiable class, then

M(x) =inf {M(T): Tex, Ta rectifiable current}.

Moreover, if t is an integral class, the fact that the rectifiable currents are in the

mass closure of the integral currents implies that
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M(x) = inf{M(T): Tex, T an integral current}.

2.6 Remark. If a class x is rectifiable as well as its boundary, then there

exists rectifiable currents T and R such that Tex and Redx. But Redx implies

the existence of a flat current S, such that

R = 3T+2S.

Since S is a flat current, there exists rectifiable currents X and Y such that

S = X + dY,

and therefore

dT + 2d(Y) = d(T + 2Y)

is a rectifiable current. This, in turn, implies that T+ 2Y is an integral current.

Hence, we have every rectifiable class whose boundary is rectifiable,   is  an

integral class.

By 2.4, it is now evident that everry normal class is integral.

2.7 Definition.   If AeR" and r is a positive real number, let

S(A,r) = {x: distance (x,A) < r}.

2.8 Definition. If y is a measure over R", A <= R", a(fc) the volume of

the unit /c-ball, and xeR", then

Dk(y,A,x) = lima(kylr-ky(A n{y: \x-y\< r})
r->0

is the k-dimensional y density of A at x; the upper and lower densities

D~k (y,A,x) and D-k(y,A,x)

are defined as the corresponding lim sup and lim inf.

3.   Hausdorff k-rectifiable sets and rectifiable classes.

3.1 Definitions. If k ^ n, A <= R", then A is k-rectifiable if there exists a

Lipschitzian function whose domain is a bounded subset of Rk and whose range

is A. A is countably k-rectifiable if A can be expressed as a countable union of

/c-rectifiable sets and Hausdorff k-rectifiable if there is a countably /c-rectifiable

set B such  that  Hk(A — B) = 0, where Hk denotes   /c-dimensional   Hausdorff

' measure.

If A is a Hausdorff /c-rectifiable set and Hk(A) < co, then A has a unique Hk

approximate tangent plane at Hk almost all of its points and

Dk(Hk,A,x) = 1 for Hk almost all xeA.

3.2 Rectifiable currents. It is easy to verify that a /c-dimensional

current T is rectifiable if and only if it has the following representation : if <f> is a

C° fc-form, then
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M(x)qb(x)-a(x)dHk(x)™-J.
JE

where (i) £ is a bounded, Hk measurable, countably k-rectifiable set with

H\E) < co,

(ii) • denotes the scalar product; see [8, (p. 37)],

(iii) <x(x) is an Hk approximate tangent fe-vector to E at x, |a(x)| = 1, and with

a being Hk measurable,

(iv) M is integer valued and Hk integrable,

(v) M(T) = ¡E\M(x)\dHk(x).

In this regard, see [3, (8.16)] and [7, (7.1)].

With each rectifiable current T, one can associate the rectifiable current

T*(<p) =  f M*(x)<j>(x)-a(x)dHk(x)

where M*(x) = M(x) mod2 and where 0 ^ M*(x) ^ 1. Obviously, Tand T* be-

long to the same coset of Wk(R",2). If Ty is another rectifiable current with re-

presentation .

Ty(<¡>) =        My(x)4>(x)-ay(x)dH\x),
JEi

then, with 3.1, we have

T + 2Ty(<b) = J        [M(x) ± 2M1(x)]<Kx)-/?(x)dtf*(x)

where

^ = (a^x), xeEy-E.

Notice in general that

T* =£ (T +2Ty)*,

but in view of [3, (8.16)], we do have

||T*||   -  \\(T+2Ty)*\\.

3.3 Definition.   If x is a rectifiable class, Ter is a rectifiable current, then

INI = \\t*\\
is the total variation  measure of x. From above, we can see that ||r|| is well-

defined.

3.4 The carrier of a rectifiable class. If T is a rectifiable current, then

T*((b) =  f  <p(x)-a(x)dHk(x)
Jd

where P = {x:M*(x) = l}. Therefore, if BczR" is a Borel set, then

(1) ||T*||(P)=H'[(DnP).

If we let

D0 = {x :£>;(||P* ||, R",x) = 1},
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with the aid of 3.1 and (1), it is clear that

H\D - D0) = 0.

From [4, § 3], we also have Hk(D0 — D) = 0, and therefore

T*((b)= f  (b(x)-(x(x)dHk(x).
JDo

Since D0 c: spt T*, it now follows that

Closure D0 = spt T*.

3.5 Definition.   If x is a rectifiable class, and

D0 = {x : LV ( || r ||,£",*) = !},

then we say that D0 is the carrier of x, and that closure D0 is the support of x.

They will be written as car x and spt x, respectively.

3.6 Remark.   If x is a rectifiable class, we can associate with it, in a unique

manner, a Hausdorff /c-rectifiable set : the carrier of x. It is clear that

M(x) = M(T*) = Hk(cax x) and spt x = spt T*,

where T is a rectifiable representative of x.

If £ is a bounded Hausdorff /c-rectifiable set with finite /c-measure, we can

associate with it a rectifiable current T:

T((b) =jE<Kx) • a(x)dHk(x)

where oc(x) is an Hk approximate tangent k-vector to £ at x with |a(x)| = 1.

This definition of T depends upon the two possible choices for the Hk approxi-

mate tangent fc-vector; that is, the choice of either a(x) or —a(x). However, the

rectifiable class which is defined by T is uniquely determined. In the sequel, no

distinction will be made between a Hausdorff k-rectifiable set and the rectifiable

class it defines.

3.7 Theorem.   If x is an integral class, e > 0, and U an open set containing

sptr, then there exists an integral current T Gx such that

(i)    spt T<=U,

(ii)   M(T)<M(t) + e.

Proof.   Since spt x is compact, there exists r¡ > 0 so that

S(sptx,n) c U.

Let R be an integral representative of x with

M(R) < M(x) + e.

By [3,(3.10) and (8.14)], there exists n0 < n such that

R n S(sptr, n0) is an integral current.
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Letting V = S(spt x, n0) we have

R = RnV + Rn(Rtt-V),

and therefore

R n (R" — V) is an integral current.

But from 3.4, we see that Rr\(R" — V) can be expressed in the form

Rn(Rn-V)=2S,

where S is integral. Hence, letting

T = RHV,

the conclusion of the theorem follows.

3.8 Corollary.    If x is an integral class, then

sptx = fï {spt T:    T integral,    Tex}.

3.9 Definition.   If x is a rectifiable class and 4 is a Borel subset of R", let

to 4 = [Tn4]_

where T is a rectifiable representative of x. This is well-defined in view of the

following fact : if 2P is a rectifiable current and if R is a flat current, then R is

rectifiable. If x is a fc-dimensional rectifiable class, then

|| x || (4) = M(x n 4) = íP(carT n 4).

3.10 Definition. If U c R", let

7fc(i7,2) = /fc(P",2)n{T:sptrc=L/}

and

/*([/, 2)    the corresponding chain complex.

Let W „,(£", 2) be the chain complex associated with Wk(R",2), k=0,l,...n.

3.11 Induced maps. An infinitely differentiable map

/: Rm -> P"

induces a homomorphism

/,:W.(jr,2)->IP,(Jr,2)

such that a °/# =/# o a. If t e Wk(Rm, 2), then

/,(t) = L/#(T)]-, where Tex.

If t is fc-dimensional rectifiable class, then

spt/# (spt t) cz/(sptT) and

M[/,(t)]^H|(|P/|).
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This can be seen by selecting a rectifiable current Te x such that

M(T) = M(x),

spt T = spt x.

3.12 Locally Lipschitizian maps. See [3,(3.5)]. If U and V are open

subsets of Rm and R", then each locally Lipschitizian map

f:U-+V
induces a chain map

f,:I¿U,2)->I¿V¿)
defined for xeIk(U,2) by

/#W = [/#(T)]-

where T et is an integral current with spt T <=U. With the aid of 3.7, it is easy to

verify

spt/„CO c/(spt t).

Iff has Lipschitz constant X on a neighborhood of spt x, then

M[/#(r)] ^ A*M(t).

3.13 Definition. If / denotes the unit interval and t is an integral class, then

/ x t = [/ x T] _

where T is an integral representative of t.

If/and g are locally Lipschitzian maps of U into R", h is the linear homotopy

from/to g, xeIk(U,2), X is the Lipschitz constant off and g on a neighborhood

N of spt t, and |/(x) - g(x) \<e for x G N, then

M[/t#(Jxr)] g £A*M(t),

and

dh,(I x x) + «„(/ x dx) = 0#(t) - /„(t).

This follows from 3.7 and [3, (3.6)].

3.14 Cones. The cone zx e Ik+ X(R",2) with vertex zeR" and base x e Ik(R",2)

is defined by

zx = hjjxx)

where h: R x R"-► R", h(t,x) = (1 - t)z + tx is the linear homotopy from the

constant map R" -* {z} to the identity map of R". We have

ôzx + zôx = t if fc _: 1,

and from [3, (9.2)] and 3.7,

M(zx) ̂  rM(x)lk + 1
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where r = sup{|x — z\ :xesptr}.

4. The theorems in this section are generalizations of some of the basic re-

sults in Normal and integral currents. See [3, (3.9), (3.10), (5.5), (6.1)].

4.1 Theorem. Suppose xeIk(R",2), p is a real-valued function on R" with

Lipschitz constant Ç, A, = {x : u(x) > r} for reR, and — oo <a <b z% + co;

then:

(i)     ¡¿M M[d(x n 4S) - (Ox) n 4J ds   g   £ \x\ ({x:a< u(x) i% b})   where

"/*" denotes upper integral,

(ii)   x 0 4s is integral for Ly almost all s,

(iii)   spt[d(r (~}A5) — (dx) nA^ cz (sptr) O {x :/i(x) = s} for Ly almost all s.

Proof.    Let Tex be an integral representative and observe that T O A, is

integral for Ly almost all s; (see [3, (3.10), (8.14)]). This establishes (ii).

From 3.7, we can find a sequence of integral currents T¡ such that T¡ex and

H {sptTi:i = l,2,...,} = sptT.
Since

oft n As) - (dTt) n As e d(x n 4S) - (Ôx) n 4S

for all s and i = 1,2,..., it follows that

spt[d(r O 4S) - (3t) n 4S] cz spt [5(T; n As) - (ÔTJ n 4J.

But [3, (3.9), (3.10)] implies, for each i,

spt [d(T¡ n As) - (dT¡) n 4J cz spt T¡ O {x : p(x) = s}

for Li almost all s. Now (iii) follows.

If Tex is an integral current and seR, then

M[d(x n 4S) - (dx) n 4J i% M[d(T n 45) - (dT) n 4S]

and therefore

f*    M[ô(t n 45) - (dr) n 4J ^    f M[3(T n 4S) - (5T) n 4s]ds.
J[a,í>] Ja

Letting   7   denote   the   integral   on   the   left,   T0 e x   an   integral   current,

A = {x:a < u(x) ^ b}, one sees from [3, (3.10)] that

/ z% inf {£,M(TC\ A): Tex, T integral}

z% inf {ÇM(T0 + 2R)nA:Re Ik(R")}

^ inf {ÇM[T0 n 4 + (2R) H4] : P e 7t(RB)}

^ inf {^M(T0 O 4 + 2P) : R a rectifiable current}

^ ÍM(tH4)

^ ¿|t||(4), by 2.5 and 3.9.
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The proof of the theorem is complete.

Remark.   Once we have read Theorem 5.14, it becomes clear that

M[d(xr\A,)-(dx)nAJ

is a lower semi-continuous function and therefore Lx integrable.

4.2   The deformation theorem.    The notation used in the proof of the

following theorem will be found in [3, (5.5)].

Theorem.    If xe Ik(R",2) and e > 0, then there exist

neIk(R",2),   PeIk(R",2),   oeIk+x(Rn,2)

with the following properties:

(1)     x = n + p + da.

M(dx)(2)    ^P^lnk

M(d7l)-<7nk-1   (   H    ^   M{dx)

E*-1    = \k- 1}     £*-!      '

M(P)<19* /     n   \M(dx)

e*+1   - \kj    Ek

(3) spt n U spt a c {x : distance (x,spt t) ^ 3ne},

spt dn U sptp c {x : distance(x, spt 3t) S 3ns}.

(4) 7t is a polyhedral chain of pc(C) (with integer coefficients).

(5) In case x is an integral Lipschitz chain, so are n, p, and a.

(6) In case dx is an integral Lipschitz chain, so is p.

Proof.   We may assume that e = 1. Given r\ > 0, with the aid of 3.7 we can

select integral currents Tand X2 such that Tex and

M(T) < M(x) + n,

M(dT + 2X2) < M(dx) + n,

sptT cS(sptvj),

spt(<3T + 2X2) c S(sptdx,n).

In case x is an integral Lipschitz chain, there will exist an integral current X0

suchthat T+ 2X0 is an integral Lipschitz chain. In case ox is an integral Lipschitz

chain, there will exist an integral current Xx with a similar property. Of course,

if x is an integral Lipschitz chain, one may take Xx = dX0. Let us agree to say

that X0 = 0 if and only if x is not an integral Lipschitz chain, and similarly for

Xx. By [3, (5.2), (5.3), (5.4)], there exists a eA so that T, dT, X0, Xx, X2, ak °t„
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and on are u admissible and ÔT, Xy, X2, ok °xa, and ok_y ° xa are v admissible;

also a can be chosen so that

||P| l(fik » xay"~\ ̂ 6 (1} M(T),

¡dT\\ [fc-^Tr'l^^jMCT,

¡ÔT + 2X2 ||[(nk_i c xayk+i] = 6 (fc " j) M(ÔT + 2X2),

\\Ô2X2\\ [(u*_2 o ta)-fc+2] z% 6 (k "_ 2J M(<?2X2),

|*i| [0«*-i ° t.)-*+1    =6 il.\M(Xd,

¡dX,¡ [(^-f-i o 0~"+i+1] = 6 í^j j M(^),   i =0 or 1,

xa  [spt(T4-2X0)]cÄ--C;_t_1,

t. [spt(ST + 2*,)] c ä" - c;_t.

We may now use [3, (4.2)] to define

Pi    = 0*0 0,(7 + 2X0),

P2   = Hv(ok o t„, **_, ° O OT + 2Xt + 2X2),

ß,   = Hu(ok o Ta, O0T+2X! +2X2),

S     = /í,K°Tfl, O(T + 2X0),

P     = Pi + P2>   ß = ßi - P2.

and find that T and P + Q + dS are in the same coset.  Therefore, by taking

n=P~, p = Q~, and er = S", (1), (4), (5), and (6) are established. Moreover,

M(PT) á ||T|| (p-k) ̂  6n" ( I j [M(r) + «],

M(PD g \\8T + 2X2\\ (nv~k+i) z% 6nk (fc " ^ [M(3t) + ft],

M(6T) ^ ||<5T + 2X2|| (2ft/f "+1 ) z% I2nk (fc " ^ [M(dx) + n],

M(S") g ||T||(2np-'1) ̂  12nt+l ( J j \M(x) + 7],

M(5P-) ^ ¡ÔT + 2X2|| (t~k+1 ) ^ 6ft'"1 (k " t j [M(dr) + ft],

which establishes (2) because of the arbitrariness of «. (3) follows from similar

reasoning.

4.3   Lemma.   If xeIk(R",2), e > 0, and Tex is an integral current with the

property that M(T)<M(x) + e, then
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\\T\\(B) â ¡4(B) + 3e

where B is any Borel set in R".

Proof.   If 4>eEk(R"), then by 3.2,

T(<¡>) = I   M(x)ç6(x) • <x.(x)dHk(x)
Jf

where £ is a countably fe-rectifiable set. It may be assumed that M ^ 0. Letting

£ = {x : M(x) is odd}, £0 = £ o{x : M(x) ¡> 3}, Ex = £ n {x :M(x) = 1}, we have

E0n Ex = 0,

£„ u £i  = E,

and from 3.4 and 3.6,

H\E) = M(t).

Since M(T) < M(x) + e, it follows that

f      M(x)díf\x) +    f M(x)dH\x) < Hk(E) + e
Jf-e Je

and in particular,

f M(x)dHk(x) = [ M(x)dH\x) +   f M(x)dH\x) = f M(x)dHk(x)+Hk(Ex)
Je Je0 Jex Jeo

^ H\E0) + H\EX) + e.

Therefore, we have

I      M(x)dHk(x) ̂  e, [   M(x)dH\x) ^ Hk(E0) + e
Jf-e Jeo

with the second inequality implying that Hk(E0) < e and therefore

f   M(x)dHk(x) ̂ 2e.
Jeo

If Bisa Borel set in R", then [3, (8.16)], 3.4, and 3.6 imply

||T||(B) =   f M(x)dH\x)+ f       M(x)dHk(x) + Hk(Ex n£)
J(F-E)C~\B Je0C\b

£ H\EX O B) + s + 2e

^ ff*(£ n B) + 3e = ¡t|| (B) + 3e.

4.4   Lemma. // G is an open set in Rm, xeIk(U,2),f and g Lipschitzian maps

of U into R" with Lipschitz constant X, then,

M[/,(t) - <7,(t)] g 21Ít||({x :/(x) # g(x)}).

Proof.   If e > 0, 3.7 implies the existence of an integral current Te x such

that spt T c G and M(T) < M(x) + e. Then [3, (3.6)] and 4.3 imply that
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M[Mt)-í,(t)]  zt MUAT) - 9ÁT)1

S 2A*||T||({x:/(x)#í7(x)})

i% 2Afc[|T||({x:/(x)^g(x)}) + 3E].

Since s is arbitrary, the conclusion follows.

4.5 Lemma. // U is an open subset of Rm, xeIk(U,2),f and g Lipschitzian

maps from U into R" with Lipschitz constant X and such that \f(x) — g(x)\ i£ a

for xeU, A zz> B, f\B nsptx = g\B C\sptx, sptTc=4, and if h is the linear

homotopy from f to g, then

M[M/xt)] z% aXk\\x\\(A - B).

Proof.   Given e > 0, let T s x be an integral current such that M(T) < M(x) + e

and spt TczU. Then from [3, (3.6)] and 4.3, we have

M[ft„(/XT)] z% M[ft„(/xr)]

^ od*||T|[K"-(sptTnB)]

S od*(|]T||[Pn-(sptTnß)] + 3e)

S cdfc||T||(4-ß) + e3(!d\

But e is arbitrary, and therefore the conclusion follows.

4.6. With the help of the preceding lemmas and Theorem 4.2, the proof of

the following theorem is very similar to that of [3, (6.1)]. For details, see [9].

Theorem.   Suppose A => B, U and V are neighborhoods of A and B in R",

f : l/->i and g: V-+B are retractions, F is a compact subset of A, a> 0,

b > 0, / has Lipschitz constant Ç on {x: distance (x, F) z% a}, g has Lipschitz

constant w on {x: distance (x,B) zi b}. If%eIk(X,2), spt dx cz B and Cy\\x\\(A-B)

i% [inf{o,(n + 2)~1a}Jl, then there exists \peIk+1(A,2) such that

spt(x - diP) cz B,

M(iP)klk+l  z% C2|(ft + 2)"||x||(4-P),

M(#) 5Í C3(n + 2)k\\X\\(A - B).

Here,

Cy =2-k8*+1n2* ("I1),

C2 =   [(13fti+1(^+4«/8ft*(" + 1J2-'!]1/'£+1;

C3 = 3 + 19ftk(k:i).
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4.7 Corollary.   If xeIk(T,2) with

ox = 0 and CxM(x) g ak,

then there exist \peIk^x(A,2) such that

# = x and M(i¡/)k'k+l g 2kC2?M(x).

In case A is convex, one can take a arbitrarily large and c; = 1.

4.8 Corollary.       If xeI„(R",2), then

M(x)"-iln ^ CAM(dx).

Here C4 = 2"_1C2 and C2 is as in 4.6 with k = n — 1.

Proof. Let x = dx,A = R" to obtain \¡/ e I„(R",2) with d\p = dx and M(\]/)n 'l/n

g CAM(dx). Furthermore \j/ - xeI„(R",2) and  d(i¡/ - x) = 0,  hence \¡/ - x = 0.

The following theorem is a generalization of a result due to Fédérer, see [6],

and since the proof is very similar to [6], it will not be included here. The reader

is referred to [9] for details.

4.9 Theorem. // A and B are compact Lipschitz neighborhood retracts

in R" with A=> B, and k is a positive integer then there exists a positive number

r with the following two properties:

(1) For each x^dIk+x(A,2) + Ik(B,2) there exists a \]/eIk+i(A,2) such that

spt(z — dip) <=. B and

M(iP)k'k + 1^r\\x\\(A-B).

(2) For each xeIk+i(A,2) there exists a aeIk+x(A,2) such that spt da c B and

M(x-a)klk+1^r\\dx\\(A-B).

5. Flat convergence. One of the difficulties encountered in the study of flat

classes is that of finding a suitable topology. For example, imposing the relative

topology on W*(R") and then the quotient topology on Wk(R", 2) proves to be

unsatisfactory for our purposes because the group 2Wk(R") is not closed.

We introduce here a real-valued, subadditive function on Wk(R",2) which is

very similar to Whitney's flat norm [8, Chapter V]. This induces a pseudomet-

ric on Wk(R",2) with respect to which the boundary operator is continuous. It

is not known whether this pseudometric is actually a metric on Wk(R",2) but it is

known to be true on the subgroup of rectifiable classes (5.9).

5.1 Definition.   If T e Wk(R"), let

W(T) = inf{M(T - OS) + M(S): SeWk+x(Rn)}.

5.2 Elementary properties of W.

(1)   If T e Wk(Rn), then

W(T) = inf{MLR) + M(S): T = R + dS,   ReWk(R"),   Se Wk+X(R")}.
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(2) If T e Wk(R"), then

M(T) ^ W(T) ̂  W(dT).

The first inequality follows by taking S = 0 in 5.1. To prove the second, given

e > 0, choose S so that

M(T - 8S) + M(S) < W(T) + e.

Let R = T- dS and obtain

M(8T - dR) + M(R) = M(T - dS) < W(T) + e.

(3) If T e Wn(R"), then W(T) = M(T).

(4) If T, S i^(FvB), then

W(T+ S) z% W(T) + W(S).

(5) If TeWk(Rn), then

W(T) = inf{IF(T- dS) + W(S):Se Wk+l(Rn)}.

This follows from (2) and (4).

(6) If T is a fc-dimensional rectifiable current, then

W(T) = inf{M(T- OS) + M(S):SeIk+1(Rn)},

= inf{M(P) + M(S):T = R + dS,R rectifiable, S integral},

because of (1) and (2) above, 2.1, and the fact that M(T) < co.

(7) If T is a fc-dimensional integral current, then

W(T) = inf{M(P) + M(S): T = R + dS,R integral, S integral}.

(8) If Te Wk(R"), p:R"^P is an orthogonal projection of R" onto the m-plane

P,then

Wip,(Tf]uW(T)
because

M[p, (T) - 3p# (S)] + M[p# (S)] ^ M(T- OS) + M(S).

(9) W(T) = 0 if and only if T = 0, for flat T.

(10) If T is a flat current, then W(T) ^ F(T) where F denotes the norm in [3] •

Remark.   From (7) above and [3, (8.13), (7.1)], we have the following fact :

If 4 is a compact subset of R", T¡eIk(A) for i = 1,2, •••, sup {N(T¡): i = 1,

2,3,"-} < co, then

lim T¡ = T if and only if lim W(T¡ - T) = 0.
/-»OO /-*00

5.3 Lemma.  Suppose A   is  an additive group   and F a real-valued, non-

negative, subadditive function on A such that F(a) = F(- a) for ae A. If
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lim    F(a„ -am- bn¡m) = 0,
rt,m-*co

then there exists a sequence b„, where the b„ are finite sums of the bnm such that

lim    F[(an + bn)-(am + bmj\ =0.
n,m-*oo

Proof.    Let nx < n2 < n3 ... be a sequence of integers such that

Ha„ -am- b„¡m) < 2 "'' for n, m ^ n¡.

Define b„ = 0 for 1 g n g nx and let
¡-i

"m+j =   2v b„p„p+i + Lnint+j
p=i

where j = 1,2,3,... but with the restriction nt<nt+j g n¡+1, and where

bn,,n¡+j» "l+./<"i+l>

Cnt,nt + j   ~ '

.^(.n,*,» «¡+7 = «i+l-

Now assume k> i, nk + I < nk+x, and n¡+j< ní+1. Then,

F [(<*»,+; + Kkt+J) - Kk+i + *V+i)]

= 'F       (an<+J + S bnp,nP + i  +bnl,m + j\-{ank + l+ £ t>np>nj> + 1 + £>„„,„* + ()

g£    ian(+; + I &„„„,+,+ t>„i,ni+Jj-(ani +    I ^.»p + ijl

+ £^ani+     ïb„r,.r+l}-(aak+  ¿ í.nj,>nj,+I )j

+ £ ^aBfc + I^.n^,)-(«.*+! +   2 bnpt„p + l + bnk>nk+lj^

g (2_i) + (2_i + 2~'_1 + ■■■ + 2'k+l) + (2~k)

g (2_í) + 2(2_i) = 3 ■ 2_i.

The cases when nk + I = nk+x and n¡ + j = ni+1 are treated similarly, and

therefore we have established that the sequence (a„ + b„) is fundamental.

5.4   Theorem. If T e Wk(R"), then there exist T, e Ik(R") such that

lim W(T¡ - T) = 0.
¡-»00

Moreover, if A is a compact subset of R" and

lim    W(Ti - Tj)= 0
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where T¡ e Ik(A), then there exists T e Wk(A) such that

(i)   lim,..«, T, = T,

(ii)   lmvw W(Tt - T) = 0.

Proof. If T e Wk(Rn), then T = R + dS where R and S are rectifiable. Hence,

there exist integral currents R¡ and S¡ such that

limM(P( - R) = 0,    lim Ai (S, - S) = 0;
¡-+00 í-»oo

therefore, by 5.2 (2), (4)

lim W[(R¡ + ôSi) - T]  = 0.
»-»■oo

Since W(T¡) ̂  F(Tf) (see 5.2, (10)) there exists a current T with support con-

tained in 4 such that

lim T¡ = T.
¡-»00

It will now be proved that Te Wk(A).

Case!. Assume that T¡ is an integral cycle, for i = 1,2,3 •-•. Since

limiJ^00H'(Ti — Tj) = 0, by 5.2 (6) there exist integral currents RtJ such that

M(T - Tj - oR¡j) + M(R¡j) -> 0, and such that the supports of the Ri} are

contained in a fixed compact set K. Choose zeR" to construct cones

z(Tt - Tj - dR,J

which have the property that

¿MT, - Tj - dRu) . Tt - Tj - dRtJ
and

lim M[z(T¡ - Tj - dRtj)] = 0.
¡J* 00

Letting Sf and S(>J- be integral currents such that dS¡ = T¡, support of S, contained

n some fixed compact set for i = 1,2,...,

Su = z(Tt - Tj - ÔRU) + Ru,

we have that

Sf,j = St — Sj — C¡j

where C¡j is an integral cycle for i,j = 1,2,3,....

Since
lim   M(S - Sj - C,J = 0,

¡,J-*00

by 5.3 there exist cycles C¡ such that

lim MKSi + C,) -(Sj +Cy)] = 0,
• J-*00
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and therefore, there exists a rectifiable current S such that

M(S¡ + C¡ - S) -» 0   and   lim (S, + C,) = S.
i-»œ

Hence,   W[d(S¡ + C¡) - dS] -> 0 which implies   W(Ti-dS)^0   and therefore

T= dS.

Case II.   The general case. As in Case I, we have the existence of integral

currents R¡j with supports contained in a fixed compact set K and  such that

M(Tt - Tj - dRit]) + M(R,j) - 0.

But 5.3   supplies us with integral cycles Sf so that

lim M [(Tt + S,) - (Tj + Sj)l = 0,
i,j-*oo

spt S, <= K.

Hence, there exists a rectifiable current R with

M(T¡ + Si-R)^0 and limT, + S¡ = R.
¡-»oo

Since W(Si — Sj) -► 0, Case 1 supplies us with a rectifiable current G so that

W(S, - dG) -> 0. This implies

lim W[T, -(R- dG)~] = 0,
i-*oo

lim T¡ = R-dG,
¡-»OO

and therefore

T=R-dG.

5.5 Definition.   If x e Wk(R",2), let

W(x) = inf{M(r - da) + M(a): ae Wk+X(R",2)}.

5.6 Remark. One can easily check to find properties (1) through (8) of

5.2 valid when applied to classes. We have in addition for flat classes x,

W(x) = inf{W(T): Tex).

However, it is not known whether x = 0 is equivalent to W(x) = 0 for flat classes

t. In view of the above property this is equivalent to determining whether the

group 2Wk(A) is closed under W-convergence, where A is a compact subset of

R". We are able to show that if x is a rectifiable class and W(x) = 0, then x = 0,

(Theorem 5.9).

5.7 Lemma. Suppose p is a real-valued function on R" with Lipschitz con-

stant Ç, A, = {x:p(x) > r} for reR. If t¡ are rectifiable classes such that

lim¡^a>W(x¡) = 0, then for Lx almost all r > 0, there exists a subsequence {t.J

(which depends upon r) such that

lim W[xik DAr] = 0.
k-»oo
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Proof. From 5.6 and 5.2 (6), we have the existence of rectifiable classes p¡

and integral classes a, such that

(1) T, = Pi + da, and M(p¡) + M(a¡) -» 0.

For each i, 4.1 implies that

f*Af [ö(ff, H4r) - (da,) nAr-\dr z% ÇM(o,);

therefore, letting

(2) f(r) = lim inf M[d(a, n Ar) - (do,) n 4r]
/-*oo

we have from Fatou's lemma that

j*f(r)dr = 0.

Hence, we now have from (2) that for Lt almost all r > 0, there exists a sub-

sequence such that

lim M [d(a,k n4r) - (5ffJ H4,] = 0.
*->oo

Since M(o~i) -* 0, we have that

lim W[(d<r,„)nArJ = 0,
Jfc-»oo

and now the conclusion follows from (1).

5.8 Lemma. Suppose x is a nonzero k-dimensional rectifiable class. Then,

at ||t|| almost all xeR", we have the following : if p: R"-+Px is the orthogonal

projection of R" onto Px, the Hk approximate tangent plane to cart at x and,

if Krx is an open n-cube of side length 2r with center at x and with one of its

k-faces parallel to Px, then there exists r0(x) > 0 such that p#(t CtKx) # 0 for

r < r0(x).

Proof. Since carr is a bounded, Hausdorff fc-rectifiable set with finite Hk

measure, [3, (8.16)] supplies us with a countable family F of fc-dimensional

proper regular submanifolds of class 1 of R" such that, for Hk almost all x e car x,

the Hk approximate tangent k-vector to carr at x is tangent to some member

of F. Letting G, be the members of F, we may assume that each G, is bounded

and has finite Hk measure. If we let a(x) denote a unit Hk approximate tangent

fe-vector to carr at x, then with the aid of [4, § 3], the following sets have |t||

measure zero:

(1)   P0 = car xn {x :ot(x) does not exist or is not tangent to G, for some ¿},

B, = cart n {x: £>f (||t||, Rn- G„x) ï 0, for x e G,},   i = 1,2,3, •••,

C, = carr O {x: D~k (\\G,\\,R" - carr,x) # 0 for xecarr},   i = 1,2,3, •••,
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where the above densities have been computed with respect to cubes as stated

in the lemma. Let B = car x — B0 — M¡=i B¡ — \\iLx C¡ and choose xeB.

Now there exists a k-plane Px which is the Hk approximate tangent plane to

cart at x and is tangent to some G¡, say G. Given 0 < e < 1, there exists r0(x) > 0

such that for r < r0(x),

(i) by (1), M(xC\Kx -GC\Krx)< eß(k)r" where ß(k) is the volume of a k-

cube of side length 2

(ii) the map p | G n Krx is univalent and maps onto Px n Krx, and therefore

M[p#(x nx;) - p*(G nx;)] < eß(k)rk,

which implies that P# (t n Kx) # 0 for r < r0(x).

5.9 Theorem. // x is a k-dimensional rectifiable class and if W(x) = 0,

then x = 0.

Proof. Since x is rectifiable, there exist integral classes a¡ such that

M(x — da¡) + M(a¡) -» 0. Choose x e car x which satisfies the conditions of 5.8.

Then, for Lj almost all r>0, 5.7 supplies a subsequence (depending on r) such that

limW[(doik)nKx-]=0,
Jc-»oo

and therefore

limM[p#((5o-/k)nx;)] =0
fc-*00

where p and Krx are as in 5.8. But

lim M [p# (t n Krx) - p* ((daik) n Krx)] = 0
¡c-»oo

which implies p# (t n Kx) = 0 for Lx almost all r>0, and now the conclusion of

the theorem follows from 5.8.

5.10 Corollary.    If T¡ are flat currents and Ta rectifiable current with

lim W^T, - T) = 0,
i-»oo

then T/2 is a rectifiable current.

Proof.   See 5.6.

5.11 Theorem. If A is a compact subset ofR", x¡ are rectifiable classes with

supports contained in A for i = 1,2,3,..., and limiJ^coM(xi — x¡) = 0 then there

exists a rectifiable class x with support contained in A such that

UmM(x¡-x)=0.
¡-♦00

Proof. Since M(x, — xf) -* 0, there exist rectifiable currents S¡ and Qitj such

that SjET; and limij^a>M(S{ — SJ — 2Qij)=0.  Therefore,  from  5.3, we  can
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find rectifiable currents R, such that R,ex, and lim,-^-.^ M(R, — Rj) =0; more-

over, if we let T,=R,nA, we have the existence of a rectifiable current Tso that

lim M(T, - T) = 0.
¡-»00

Since T, e x,, the conclusion follows if we let x — T~.

5.12 Lemma. If A is a compact subset of R", x,eIk(A,2) for / = 1,2,3, •••,

and limjj-,«, W(x, — xf) = 0, then there exists xe Wk(R",2) such that

lim W(x, - x) = 0.
¡-♦00

Moreover, ifxe Wk(R",2), then there exist x,eIk(R",2) such that

lim W(x, - x) = 0.
¡-»oo

Proof. By reasoning similar to that in the proof of 5.11, we can find integral

currents R, such that R,ex, and limij_00H'(Pj — Rj) = 0. Let S be a closed n-ball

which contains 4 and such that R,nS is integral for i = 1,2,•••. Note that

R, = R,r\S + 2S, where S, is integral. Hence, letting p be the radial retraction

of R" onto S, we have that

p#(P,.)=PinS + 2p#(S()

and therefore, if we let T, = p# (R¡) we find that T, e x„ spt T, cz S. Now we can

apply 5.4 to find a flat current T such that W(T, - T) -» 0. The first part of the

lemma now follows by taking x = T~.

The proof of the second part is similar to the proof of the analogous statement

5.4.

5.13 Theorem. If A is a compact subset of R", x,eIk(A,2) for i = 1,2,3, •••,

and sup {N(x,) : i = 1,2,3, ■■•} < oo, then there exists a subsequence {t,,} and a

xeWk(R",2) such that

lim W(xh - x) = 0.
./'-»oo

Proof. Let

X = sup{13ftk+1 ( nk W) + 19«*(fc " j) M(8x,) : i = 1,2, •••}.

For e > 0, one may use 4.2 to obtain sequences of integral classes n¡, p¡, a, whose

supports are contained in

{x: distance (x,4) ^ 3ne}

and satisfy the conditions

x, = it, + p, + do,,   n, a chain of pe (C),

M(n,) z% X(l + e),   M(p,) ^ Xe,   M(a,) ^ Xe.
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The subcomplex of pt(C') consisting of all cells within 3ne of A is finite and

therefore, one may replace the given sequences by subsequences such that, for

all positive integers i and j,

M(n¡ - n¡) = 0.

Hence,

T, - Xj = (it, - n} + P( - pj) + d(at - oj),

M(p¡ - pj) g 2Xe ,   M(o¡ - Oj) S 2Xe.

This process may be applied successively with e = (1/2), (1/2)2, (1/2)3, ••■, each

time yielding subsequences of the preceding. Then Cantor's diagonal process

supplies sequences whose ith terms belong to the subsequences corresponding

to e = 1/2, (1/2)2, •••,(1/2)'. The Cantor sequence has the following property:

there exist integral classes Xi and ^¡ whose supports are contained in

{x : distance (x,,4) g n31_ '}

for which

t¡-tí+1 = Xi + Si¡/¡,

M(xdúX21-i ,   M(ir>i)íX21-i.

Thus, the Cantor sequence is fundamental in the W-sense and therefore, the con-

clusion of the theorem follows from 5.12.

Remark.       This argument is essentially used in [3, (7.1)].

5.14 Theorem. Suppose x¡ and x are k-dimensional rectifiable classes for

i = 1,2,3,-.   If

lim  W(x¡ - x) = 0
¡-►oo

then

lim inf M(x¡) ^ M(x).
¡-»00

Proof.   After passing to a suitable subsequence, we may assume that

lim M(x¡) = L < co,
¡-»00

for if not, the theorem would trivially follow. Therefore, again passing to a sub-

sequence if necessary, we may assume the existence of a non-negative Radon

measure p over R" such that |t¡|| converges weakly to p.

As in the proof of 5.8, Gt will denote the elements of a countable family F of

fc-dimensional proper regular submanifolds of class 1 of R" such that, for Hk

almost all xecarr, the Hk approximate tangent k-vector to cart at x is tangent

to some member of £. Also, oc(x) will denote a unit Hk approximate tangent

/c-vector to cart at x and as in 5.8, B c cart will be a set with the following

properties :
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(i)     Hk(carx-B)=0.

(1) (ii)    For each xeB, <x(x) exists and is tangent to some G,.

(iii)   D¡T(||t|,   R" - G„x) = Dk (\\G,\\,   R" - carr.x) = 0 for xe B and for

i = 1,2,3,-.

It will be shown that Dk(p,R",x) ^ 1 for xeB. From [4, § 3], this will imply

that

p(R") ̂  H\B) = M(x),

and since L = p(R"), the desired conclusion will follow.

The proof is by contradiction : assume there exists a point xeB and a number

e > 0 such that

Dl(p,Rn,x) < 1 - e.

If we let P denote the Hk approximate tangent fc-plane to car x at x, p the ortho-

gonal projection of R" onto P, and G a member of F such that a(x) is tangent

to G at x, then there exists a number r0 > 0 with the following properties:

(i) if rgr0 and if fr=p~1\PnS(x,r), then the mapping /r:POS(x,r)-»l/PcG

is of class C1, univalent, and

\fr(y)-y\<er(l2-4k+1-ak)-1

where a =max(l,Lipschitz constant of /,0),

(ii)    M[x O S(x,r) - G n S(x,r)] < ea(fc)6~ V for r ^ r0, from (1),

(2) (iii)   Ur O S(x,r) = Gr* S(x,r) for r ^ r0,

(iv)   u[S(x,r)] < (1 - e)a(fc)r" for r ^ r0.

Choose r0/2 < t < r0 and let

F = K/4, r0/2] n {r : //({y ¡distance (y,x) = r}) = 0}

and note that

M>o/4, r0/2]-£) = 0.

Since W(x, — x) -► 0, there exist rectifiable classes p, and integral classes a,

such that

t¡ - t = p, + <5cr; and M(p¡) + M(cTj) -> 0.

Therefore, by 4.1,

lim    !  M\d(a, C\ S(x,r)) - (da¡) n S(x,r)~¡dr = 0
¡-♦co  Je

and thus, by Fatou's lemma, there exists a set P cz £ such that Ly(E — F) = 0

and for each reF, there is a subsequence (which depends on r) such that

(3) M[d(a, n S(x, r)) - (da,) O S(x, r)] < e3-1a(fc)(r0/4)'1

for all i of the subsequence. If i is the identity map i I P n S(x, r,)-»Pn S(x,r0),

ft the linear homotopy from i to/Po,

A = /i# [/ x d(P O S(x, i))], and C = Ii # [/ x (P n S(x, i))],
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then from 3.13, we have

dÇ = U,-PnS(x,t)-X,

(4) M(0^ea(ik)(12-4*+1)-V+1.

M(X) ^BOi(k) (12 ■4k+1)-1rk.

From 4.1,

f M[d(Cr\S(x,r))-(dOnS(x,r)-]dr g  ea(fc) (12-4*+1)_1rS+1

and therefore, there exists rx e £ such that,

Li(F)M[d(CnS(x,rx)) - (50 n Sfoi-j)] ^ E«(k)(l2-4k+1ylrk0+L

and

(5) M(x) g e • 12 -1 •a(/c)(r0/4)k ^ e• 12"1 ■ a(k)r\

where

x = a(CnS(x,r1))-(aQnS(x,r1).

Since rx < t and dÇ = Ut- P C\ S(x, i) - X, we have

dg n S(x, rx)) = Gn S(x, rx)-Pr\ S(x, rx) -(An Six, rj + X)

from (iii) of (2). Abbreviating Co = C n S(x, rt) and  A0 = X n S(x, rt) + x,   one

obtains from (4) and (5)

dU = G n S(x, r,)-Pn S(x, rj) - A0,

M(20)âS'6-''a(fe)rî

But with the aid of (ii) of (2),

x nS(x,rx)=PnS(x,rx) + dÇx + Xx

where

Co = Ci, Xx = X0 + x n S(x, r,)-Gn S(x, r^,

M(Xx)^s-3~l-ot(k)rk.

Since ¿pfo n S(x, rx) + (bx)-Pn S(x, rj] = d[P n S(x, rt)], one finds that

M[d(a¡ nS(x,rx) + d) - PnS(x,rx)'] ^ a(fe)rî, for i = 1,2, - .

Letting i¡/¡ = ¿Xcr, n S(x, rx)) - (¿V;) n S(x, rt), we have

d(ainS(x,rx))+ 3Ci-PnS(x,rx)

= (oo-¡) n S(x, rt) + i/r, + 3f, - P n S(x, rt)

= (da,) n S(x, rt) + \¡/, + t n S(x, rj - P n S(x, rt) - Xx - P n S(x, rx)
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= x, n S(x, rt) - x D S(x, rO - p¡ n S(x, r,) + ^ + t n S(x, rt) - At

= t( n S(x, rj) - p, n S(x, rr) +1/^ - A,

and therefore for i = 1,2,3, •••,

M[t, n S(x, rt)] + M[Pi n S(x, rt)] + M^,) + M(Ai) ̂  <x(fc)r* .

But (3) implies

M(\p,) i% e- 3"1 ■ a(/c)ri for all i of a suitable subsequence,

M[p, n S(x, r^] < e ■ 3~' • a(fc)r* for large i,

M(Xy)<e-3~1-a(k)rky.

Hence,

M[t¡ O S(x, ry)~\ ̂  (1 - e)a(/c)rj for all i of some subsequence,

or

|| x, || [S(x, rt)] ^ (1 — e)a(k)rky for all i of some subsequence,

which implies

p[S(x,ry)-\^(l-e)a(k)rky,

a contradiction to (iv) of (2).

Remark.    We may now regard the integrand in 4.1 as an Lt integrable function.

5.15 Corollary.   Suppose x, and x are integral classes for i — 1,2, •••. If

lim W(x,-x)=0,
¡-»00

then

\iminfN(x,)^N(x).
J-.00

Proof.    This is evident since W(x) ^ W(dx).

6. Extreme dimensions. In this section, it is shown that 0,1, and n-dimensionr

al integral classes in R" are, in a sense, orientable and this fact is then used

to establish a compactness theorem in the extreme dimensions.

6.1 Lemma. // xeIk(R", 2) and s > 0, then there exists a polyhedral chain

n (with integer coefficients) in R" and a diffeomorphism f of class 1 mapping R"

onto R", such that

f and f~l have Lipschitz constant 1 + e,

|/(x) -x| <e for xeR".

f(x) = x wherever distance (x, spt x) ^ e,

spt Tt cz {x : distance (x, spt x)zte},
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Proof. Choose an integral current Tex such that spt T cz S(sptx,e/2) and

apply [3, (8.22)] to obtain a class 1 diffeomorphism / and a polyhedral chain P

such that

/ and /-1 have Lipschitz constant 1 + e/2,

|/(x)-x|<e/2 for xeP",

f(x) = x whenever distance (x, spt T) 2: e/2,

spt P cz {x : distance (x, spt T) ^ e/2},

N[P-/#(T)]<e/2.

The conclusion now follows by taking n = [P]-.

6.2 Lemma. For each integral class x there exists a sequence of polyhedral

chains n, (with integer coefficients) such that

spt n, cz {x : distance (x, spt t) = i-1}

lim W(n,-x)=0,
/-.00

lim N(n,) = N(x).
¡-»OO

Proof.   Given e > 0, use 6.1 to find/and n such that

N(n) < N[/# (t)] + e Ú (1 + ¿)kN(x) + e,

spt 7i cz {x : distance (x.sptt) ^ e}.

If ft is the linear homotopy from/to the identity map of R", then

W\x-f,(x)-\  z% M[ft#(/xT)] + M[«#(fx5T)]

^ e(l + e)* M(x) + e(l + e)k _1 M(dx),

hence,

IF(7r - t) ^ M[n -f* (t)] + IF[/# (t) - t]

^ e[l +(l + e)kN(x)].

Now, by appealing to 5.15, the lemma is established.

6.3 Theorem. If k = 0,1, or n, and xeIk(Rn,2), then there exists an in-

tegral current Tex such that

N(T) = N(x).

Proof. If % is a fc-dimensional polyhedral chain for k = 0,1,n, then it is easy

to verify that there exists a polyhedral chain Pen such that

N(P) = N(n).

6.2 supplies a sequence of polyhedral chains n, such that
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spt7r¡ c {x : distance (x, spt t) ^ i"1},

W(n, - x) -» 0 and A/fo) -» JV(r).

Let P¡e 7t¡ be a polyhedral chain such that N(Pi)=N(n,), for i = 1,2,3, •••. Since

the P; are N-bounded [3, (8.13)] implies the existence of an integral current T

such that, for a suitable subsequence,

limP¡ « T,
¡-»00

and by the remark in 5.2,

lim W(P, - T) = 0.
¡-»00

Now, 5.6 and 5.9 imply that Tex and therefore

JV(t) ̂  AT(T).

But, A7(t) = lim^ATfo) = limí^00lV(Pl) ̂ JV(T) and hence, N(x) = A/(T).

6.4 Corollary. Suppose A is a compact subset of R", k =0,l,n, x,e!k(A,2)

and supiJVYr,): / = 1,2,3,•••} < co. Then, for a suitable subsequence, there

exists xeIk(A,2) such that

lim W(x, - t) = 0.
¡-»CO

Proof.    For each i, use 6.3 to find an integral current T¡ e x¡ such that

N(T¡) = N(x¡)   for   ¿ = 1,2,3,— .

By [3, (8.13)], one can find a subsequence and an integral current T such that

lim T¡ = T,
l-*00

and by the remark in 5.2,

lim W(T,-T) = 0.
¡-»00

By taking x = [T]~, the conclusion follows from 5.6.

6.5 Corollary. If xeIn-x(R",2) is a cycle, then there exists an integral

current Tex such that,

N(x) = N(T).

Proof. Use 3.14 to find ae In(R",2) such that da = r. By 6.3 there exists an

integral current Se a such that N(S) = N(a). Now let T = dS to establish the

conclusion.

6.6 Theorem. Suppose A is a compact subset of R",x,eIn_x(A,2) with

sup{N(x,): / = 1,2,3,•••,}< co. Then, for a suitable subsequence, there exists

a rectifiable class x such that

lim W(x, - x) = 0.
i-*ao
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Proof.    From 5.13, we know there exists a subsequence such that

lim   W(x, - xj) = 0,
ij •* 00

and therefore, there exist integral classes p,¡ such that

M(x, - Xj - dp,j) + M(p,j) -+ 0 as i,j -► oo .

The p,j can be chosen so that their supports are contained in some fixed compact

set. Now 5.3 implies the existence of integral cycles a, such that

lim M[(x, + a,) - (xj + <r,)] = 0
¡,J-»oo

and hence, by 5.11, we have the existence of a rectifiable class p such that

lim M[(x, + a,) - p]  =0.
¡-»CO

The a, are TV-bounded and therefore, by 6.5 and reasoning similar to that in 6.4,

by passing to another subsequence, we have an integral cycle a such that

lim W(a, - a) = 0.
¡-»00

This implies that

lim W[x, -(p- a)-]  =  lim Wfjx, + a,-p)~ (a, - a)] = 0,
¡-»CO ¡-»00

and therefore, the conclusion follows by taking

x = p — a.

6.7 Remark. Suppose 4 is a compact subset of R" and assume the follow-

ing statement to be true: If a,elk(A,2) are cycles with sup{N(cr;): i = 1,2,3, •••,}

< co; then, for a suitable subsequence, there exists an integral class a such that

lim W(a, - a) = 0.
¡-♦00

Then, the following general statement holds:  If x,eIk(A,2) and

sup {N(x,):i = 1,2,3,-,} < co;

then, for a suitable subsequence, there exists a rectifiable class x such that

lim W(x,-x) = 0.
¡-»co

This follows from the proof of 6.6.

6.8 Remark. Some results have been obtained that leads one to believe

that the assumption stated in 6.7 is, in fact, true. The validity of this assumption

would then lead to a closure result for fc-dimensional integral classes, where k

is arbitrary. See 6.6. These results will be stated here and their proofs will appear

at a later date.

If t e Wk(R",2), let

L(x) = inf { liminfM(x,): x,eIk(R",2),dx, = 0,   W(x, - x) -» 0}
i~*GO
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and let x, be a sequence of integral cycles for which

lim W(x, - x) = 0 and lim M(x¡) = L(x).
¡-»00 ¡-»00

Assuming that L(t) < co, we have the existence of a non-negative Radon measure

m over R" such that, after passing to a suitable subsequence, ||t,|| converges

weakly to p. It can be shown that

Dk(p,Rn,x) > 0

for p almost all xeR". Let

A3 = {x: DZ(p,R",x) = oo}

and assume that p(A3) — 0. Then, from [4, § 9] we know that R" can be decom-

posed into four p measurable sets Ay,A2,A3,A^ such that:

(1) R" = AxUA2uA3uA4,

(2) AxnA2 = Axr\A3 = A2 n A3 = 0,

(3) Ax is a countably /c-rectifiable set and at each point x of Ax, there exists

a p approximate tangent fc-plane to Ax at x,

(4) either  p(A2) = 0 or A2 contains no /c-rectifiable subset B for which

p(B) > 0,
(5) Lk[p(A2)~\ = 0 for almost all orthogonal projections of Rn onto Rk,

(6) Hk(A3)=0 since p(R") < co and by  [4, (3.1)].  By our assumption,

KA3) = 0,

(7) p(A,)=0.
If, in addition to these facts, we assume that Hk(Ax) < oo and p(A2) = 0, then

it can be shown that there exists a Hausdorff /c-rectifiable set A C\E c Ax such

that p(Ax - A n £) = 0 and

lim W(x, -Ar>E) = 0.
»-»00

Since the Hausdorff /c-rectifiable set A n £ is to be identified with a fc-dimensional

rectifiable class, the desirable closure result is obtained under the stated assump-

tions.

In  the  case  of the  Plateau  problem,  a  little  more  is  known.   Suppose

aeIk-x(R",2) is a cycle and let

fl(» = inf {M(x) : x e Ik(R",2),   dx=a}.

Suppose {tJ is a sequence of integral classes such that dx, = a and limi_00M(Tf)

= Q(a). By passing to a subsequence, we may assume the existence of a non-

negative Radon measure p such that ¡t¡|| converges weakly to p. Then, it can

be shown that

(i)   for all x £ spt a,

Dj;Qi,R'',x)^a(&){aik)r*]-1
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where r = distance (x, spt a),

(ii)   for u almost all xeR" — spt a,

D_k(p,R",x) ^ \k-a(k)llk-2k-l-C2yk

where C2 is as in 4.6 with k replaced by k — 1.

These results are analogous to known theorems concerning the Plateau problem ;

cf. E. R. Reifenberg, Acta Math. 104 (1960), 1-92 and [3, (9.13)]. By employing

the methods described above, it is hoped that the limiting measure p will

provide an integral class as a solution.
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